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Abstract

Hybrid technical systems combine discrete-state event-

driven and continuous-state time-driven behavior. In

this contribution, a general modeling formalism for

such systems is proposed. The discrete subsystem is

represented by an interpreted Petri net. In addition

to external continuous inputs, discrete variables depen-

dent on the net marking a�ect the continuous subsys-

tem which is a time-driven state space model. Limit

violations of particular continuous state variables as

well as external binary inputs are interpreted as events

and change the discrete state of the system. In view

of the analysis of hybrid technical systems reachability

and stability are de�ned. The modeling method is ap-

plied to a mixing tank.

1 Introduction

Many control engineering methods are based on a
mathematicalmodel of the process under investigation.
Thus, the available knowledge about the process is used
to represent the relevant static and dynamic relation-
ships. This leads to an appropriate model for simula-
tion, analysis, and controller synthesis. It is evident
that the granularity has to be adapted to the problem
to be solved.
In process and manufacturing engineering as well as
in other industrial areas there are processes with a
dynamical behavior determined by both, continuous
physical dynamics and discrete states with event-driven

evolution. The discrete states may originate in the pro-
cess itself (e.g. a tank is full or empty) or may be caused
by a discrete controller generating discrete manipulated
variables (e.g. open or closed valves).
An example of such a process is a plant for the supply
of production processes with liquid or gas ow. Parallel
compressors are disposed in several levels providing a
continuous liquid or gas ow on discrete pressure levels.
For example, the ow is a continuous quantity typically
modeled by di�erential equations. Discrete states re-
sult either from a qualitative view (e.g. start and stop
of particular units) or from technological aspects (e.g.
discrete positions of valves, safety interlocks). To this
day, plants of that type have been controlled by static
programming, for the most part. The objective is to
develop real-time dynamic control stategies for hybrid
plants comprising concurrency.
At �rst, a hybrid mathematical model will be devel-
oped. It takes into account physical variables with their
temporal evolution as well as logical relations between
discrete states and their transitions.

2 The Hybrid Dynamical Model

(HDM)

In the past, the study of dynamical systems focused
either on time-driven or event-driven dynamical sys-
tems. Due to the increasing importance of digital con-
trol in industrial applications, several e�orts have been
made towards modeling formalisms, which combine the
two classes of systems [1]. The new Hybrid Dynami-
cal Model (HDM) combines discrete-state event-driven



Figure 1: Structure of the Hybrid Dynamical Model (HDM)

components and continuous-state time-driven aspects
in a transparent fashion (�g. 1).
The discrete-state part of the system is described by a
�nite number of states. State transitions are initiated
by external inuences or internal events. This part is
modeled by a Petri net [2]. In contrast to other dis-
crete event models such as �nite-state automata, Petri
nets allow the modeling of concurrency as well as syn-
chronization. Moreover, they have the ability to mod-
ularize a complex system [3]. In interpreted Petri nets

(IPN) [4], boolean expressions are assigned to transi-
tions (in �g. 1 depicted as a square with a directed
arc to the corresponding transition). They prevent or
cause the �ring of an enabled transition. These boolean
inputs consist of external binary manipulated variables
uDIS(k) and internal variables vD . The latter signalize
for instance, limit violations of continuous variables:

vD = f
D
[xCON (t)] 2 f0; 1gjvDj :

The dynamic of a Petri net is represented by the �ring
of transitions. Each �ring causes an evolution of the net
marking xDIS(k). k stands for the number of discrete
state transitions occurred in [0; t]. An enabled transi-
tion [3] �res immediately i� the corresponding boolean
expression is true.
Time-driven continuous dynamics are modeled by dif-
ferential equations in a state space form [5]. The con-
tinuous part of the model depends on pC external con-
tinuous inputs uCON (t) and a vector vC. The instance
of a state transition from xDIS(k) to xDIS(k + 1) is

marked by tk+1. Thus, vC is a vector with piecewise
constant elements:

vC(t) = f
C
[xDIS(k)] ; tk � t < tk+1 :

The usual description of a time-driven system [5] di�ers
from the extended state space model (ESM)

_xCON (t) = f [xCON (t);uCON (t); vC(t)] (1)

due to the additional input vC .
If each continuous manipulated variable

u
(i)

CON ; i = 1; 2; � � � ; pC; is bounded,

U (i) = fu
(i)

CON j u
(i)

CON;min � u
(i)

CON � u
(i)

CON;maxg;

the vector uCON (t) lies in a pC-dimensional hypercube

UC = U (1)
� � � � � U (pC)

of the continuous input space. The whole state of the
Hybrid Dynamical Model comprises the set of all dis-
crete and continuous state variables at time t:

xH (k; t) := fx
(1)

DIS(k); x
(2)

DIS(k); � � � ; x
(nD)

DIS (k);

x
(1)

CON (t); x
(2)

CON (t); � � � ; x
(nC)

CON (t)g :

In the modeling process, a technical system is divided
into subsystems. Each subsystem is described by a
Hybrid Dynamical Model. Secondary control is inte-
grated in the individual submodels. A unique Hybrid
Dynamical Model of the process is created by means of



combination of all discrete event parts and all contin-
uous parts.
According to �g. 1, this model has discrete and con-
tinuous inputs. Therefore, a hybrid control consists of
the simultaneous application of discrete and continu-
ous manipulated variables to the plant. A controller is
to inuence the process so that the discrete as well as
the continuous part behave in a postulated manner.

3 Analysis of Hybrid Systems

System analysis is carried out to examine the dynamic
properties of an uncontrolled plant or to verify the cor-
rectness of a controller with regard to the speci�cations
of the controlled plant. Important characteristics of
dynamical systems considered in this paper, are reach-
ability, reconstructability and stability.
In the following, we present de�nitions of reachability
and stability for the Hybrid Dynamical Model and in-
troduce a basic approach to reachability analysis.
In the design phase of plants (e.g. the compressor
system in section 1) the question arises, whether it
is possible to reach a certain set of operating points
from an original operating point due to given demands.
To investigate this aspect, the concept of reachability
is introduced, which means that desired outputs are
reached after a �nite time interval by appropriate in-
puts to the system.

De�nition 3.1 (Reachability)

A set XH;e(ke; te) = fx
(1)

H (ke; te); � � � ; x
(jXH;ej)
H (ke; te)g

of hybrid states is reachable from the set XH;0(0; 0) =

fx
(1)

H (0; 0); � � � ; x
(jXH;0j)
H (0; 0)g, i� there exist valid con-

trols to transfer each state xH 2 XH;0(0; 0) to a state

x
0

H 2 XH;e(ke; te) by a �nite number of steps ke and

within �nite time te.

A hybrid control is valid if the discrete input vector is
an element of all possible discrete control vectors and
the continuous control trajectory does not leave the hy-
percube UC of the continuous input space.
An approach to examine the reachability of a Hybrid
Dynamical Model is to introduce a hybrid reachabil-
ity graph. Its nodes represent the reachable markings
xDIS(k) of the interpreted Petri net. The directed arcs
connecting the nodes are labelled with the transitions
of the Petri net corresponding to the state transitions

[2]. Additionally, the continuous subset X
(i)

C reachable

under the discrete state x
(i)

DIS(k) by applying appropri-
ate continuous inputs uCON 2 UC is assigned to the
individual node.
Stability is the most important property of a dynam-
ical system. With regard to nonlinear systems, the

Lyapunov stability theory is frequently used to analyze
the behavior of a system under displacement from an
equilibrium point [6].
An operating point of a hybrid technical system rep-
resents a hybrid equilibrium point xH;E of the corre-
sponding Hybrid Dynamical Model, if the discrete and
continuous states are constant under a constant hybrid
control. The following de�nition describes the behavior
of a Hybrid Dynamical Model regarding to a particular
equilibrium point.

De�nition 3.2 (Stability) A hybrid equilib-

rium point xH;E with the discrete vector xDIS;E and

the continuous vector xCON;E is said to be (asymptot-

ically) stable, i� (under application of constant hybrid

control variables) there exists a set XH;I (0; 0) of initial
hybrid states, such that

1. for all k � ke � 0 : xDIS(k) = xDIS;E

and

2. xCON;E is a (asymptotically) stable equilibrium

point for xCON (t) in the sense of Lyapunov.

Based on these de�nitions 3.1 and 3.2, analyzing meth-
ods have to be further developed and are currently un-
der investigation.

4 Modeling of a mixing tank

A mixing tank (�g. 2) is used as an example to demon-
strate the modeling by Hybrid Dynamical Models. V1

Figure 2: Mixing tank with overow protection



Figure 3: Hybrid Dynamical Model of the uncontrolled mixing tank (�g. 2)

and V2 are discrete valves, i.e each of them is either
in the discrete state "open" or in the discrete state
"closed". Opening V1 leads to a constant ow rate qA1
of liquid A at a temperature T1, opening of V2 implies
a constant ow rate qA2 of liquid A at temperature
T2, respectively. V4 is a continuous valve with linear
characteristic and maximal throughput qBmax. Cor-
responding to the value of the manipulated variable
uCON�[0; 1], liquid B at temperature T3 will be fed into
the tank. The liquid in the heat-insulated tank is con-
tinuously stirred, so that the mixture A=B in the tank
is homogeneous. Through the discrete outlet valve V3,
the mixture A=B can be drained out of the tank with
a ow rate q3.
All three discrete valves V1, V2 and V3 are modeled in
the Hybrid Dynamical Model of the mixing tank (�g.
3) by Petri nets consisting of two places representing
the states "open" and "closed" and two transitions. At
the initial marking xDIS;0, the places corresponding
to the closed valve positions are marked with a token.

Additionally, the two places x
(7)

DIS and x
(8)

DIS stand for
an admissible uid level and a level equal to an upper

limit. The overow protection, switching o� all inows
at a certain uid level, is described by the variable vD:

vD = fD

h
x
(1)

CON (t)
i

:

As continuous variables, the uid level h of the mix-

ture A=B in the tank, temperature T of the mixture

and concentration c of uid B in the mixture A=B are
of interest. They are integrated in an extended state
space model

_xCON (t) =

2
4

_h
_T
_c

3
5 = f (xCON (t); uCON (t); vC(t)) ;

described in detail in �g. 4.
The vector vC(t) represents the inuence of the ow
rates through the three discrete valves as well as the
enabling of V4 if the uid level is lower than its limiting
value:



_x
(1)

CON =
1

AM
[�a1 �

q
x
(1)

CON � v
(3)

C + v
(1)

C + v
(2)

C + qBmax � uCON � v
(4)

C ]

_x
(2)

CON =
1

AM � x
(1)

CON

f

1

1 + (B
A

� 1) � x
(3)

CON

� [T1 � v
(1)

C + T2 � v
(2)

C + T4 �
B

A
� qBmax � uCON � v

(4)

C ]

�(v
(1)

C + v
(2)

C + qBmax � uCON � v
(4)

C ) � x
(2)

CONg

_x
(3)

CON =
1

AM � x
(1)

CON

f�x
(3)

CON � (v
(1)

C + v
(2)

C ) + (1� x
(3)

CON ) � qBmax � uCON � v
(4)

C g

AM : ground area of the mixing tank, a1 =
p
2g�AO
AM

with AO : outlet ow area,

A; B: heat capacity of liquid A, B.

Figure 4: Nonlinear extended state space model _xCON (t) = f [xCON (t); uCON (t); vC(t)]

vC(t) = F � xDIS(k)

=

0
BB@

0 qA1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 qA2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1
CCAxDIS(k);

tk � t < tk+1 :

5 Conclusion and outlook

If the combination of event-driven state transitions and
continuous dynamics is essential for a technical sys-
tem, only a hybrid mathematical description adequatly
models the process behavior. The Hybrid Dynamical
Model introduced in this paper is such a hybrid model-
ing formalism. An approach to the analysis of reacha-
bility was outlined and a stability de�nition was given.
Further research will focus on stability analysis as well
as the systematic design of hybrid control strategies.
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